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Canepa, Nancy L. "From the Baroque to the Postmodern: Notes on a Translation from Giambattista Basile's *The Tale of Tales.*" *Marvels & Tales*, 16 (2002), 263-82. [Provides "The Old Woman Who Was Skinned" in translation and annotates the 17th-century Neapolitan tale.]


Children's Books History Society Newsletter [Established in 1970 and published three times a year, edited by Pat Garrett and Brian Alderson, with a correspondence address of the Society's Secretary Ms. Garrett: 25 Field Way, Hoddesdon, Herts. EN11 0QN, U.K. The first 60 issues were index in June 1998 (see Garrett). On this newsletter, see the entry under May, James.]
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Glénisson, Jean, and Ségolène Le Men (eds.). *Le Livre d'enfance et de jeunesse en France.* Bordeaux: Société des bibliophiles de Guyenne, Bibliothèque de Bordeaux, 1994. Pp. 332; illus. (some colored). [Separate issue of *Revue française d'histoire du livre*, nos. 82-83 (1994). After a preface by the editors, appear many essays relevant to eighteenth-century studies: Marc Soriano's "Le degré zéro du message?" (9-11); Jean Glénisson's "Du livre de prix au livre de jeunesse: Naissance d'une édition spécialisée" (13-17); Catherine Velay Vallantin's "L'invention d'un public enfantin au XVIIIe siècle: Entre famille et école: Les éditions des *Contes* de Perrault" (19-38; 2 of plates); Isabelle Havelange and Marc Havelange's "Voir? Les formes du regard dans la littérature à l'usage des demoiselles au XVIIIe siècle" (39-59); Dominique Julia's "Un voyage pédagogique sous la Révolution: Les vacances des pensionnaires de l'Ecole centrale de l'Eure en l'an VIII" (61-92; 1 of plate); Michel Manson's "Continuités et ruptures dans l'édition du livre pour la jeunesse à Rouen, de 1700 à 1900" (93-125; 1 table and 2 graphs).]


Gonda, Caroline. *Reading Daughters' Fictions, 1790-1834: Novels and Society from Manley to Edgeworth.* Cambridge: Cambridge U. Press, 1996. Pp. xx + 287; illus; index. [Peripheral to children's literature, treating the family as subject and some women authors writing juvenile literature.]


Hilton, Mary, Marag Styles, and Victor Watson (eds.). *Opening the Nursery Door: Reading, Writing, and Childhood (1600-1900).* London: Routledge, 1997. Pp. x + 242; 14 illus.; index. [In addition to Mary Hilton's introduction (1-13), eight of the fourteen essays in the collection concern the 18th century. Shirley Brice Heath's "Child's Play or Finding the Ephemera of Home" examines the archive--including alphabet cards and handmade children's books--assembled by Jane Johnson, 1706-1759, wife of an English vicar, who educated her children with great creativity (17-30); Victor Watson's "Jane Johnson: A Very Pretty Story To Tell Children" also discusses Mrs. Johnson and what her work and her archive imply about childhood then (31-46). Other essays of interest include Margaret Spufford's "Women Teaching Reading to Poor Children in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries" (47-62; illus.); David Whitley's "Samuel Richardson's Aesop" (65-79; illus.); John Rowe Townsend's "John Newbery and Tom Telescope" (80-88; illus.); and three essays involving women writing for children: Norma Clarke's "'The Cursed Barbauld Crew': Women Writers and the Writing for Children in the Late Eighteenth Century" (91-103), Nicholas Tucker's "Fairy Tales and Their Opponents: In Defense of Mrs. Trimmer" (104-16); and Morag Styles' "Of the Spontaneous Kind? Women Writing Poetry for Children--From Jane Johnson to Christina Rossetti" (142-59). Andrea Immel reviews this collection (with another book) in *Children's Literature Association Quarterly,* 25 (Winter 2000/2001), 227-29.]
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Iskander, Sylvia Patterson, ed. The Image of the Child. Battle Creek, MS: Children's Literature Association, 1991. [Essays include "Frédérique Van de Poel-Knottnerus's "Images of the Child in French Literature" (307-14).]


tales are taken to be more representative of the form; with sections on the cultural context and on the manner of presentation. Rev. (fav.) by Anne E. Duggan in Marvels & Tales, 18 (2004), 122-24.


John, Judith Gero. "I have been dying to tell you: Early Modern Advice Books for Children." Lion and the Unicorn, 29, no. 1 (January 2005), 52-64.


Jones, Christine. "The Poetics of Enchantment (1690-1715)." Marvels & Tales, 17, no. 1 (2003), 55-74. [On Marie-Catherine D'Aunoy (1650-1705), the Henriette Julie de Castelnau, Comtesse de Murat (1670-1716), and Marie-Jeanne L'Héritier de Villandon (1664-1734).]


Keyes, Marian. "Saturday 21st June, 1997 Summer Meeting--Joint-Meeting with ARLIS (Art Libraries Society) 'Three Hundred Years of Illustrated Nursery Rhymes including the Opie Collection.'" *Children's Books History Society Newsletter*, no. 59 (Nov. 1997), 5-7. [Provides jumbled account of talks by Clive Hurst, Curator of the Opie Collection of the Bodleian, noting the filming of that collection by University Microfilms International of Ann Arbor, MI, and of a talk by Brian Alderson on "Three Hundred Years of Illustrated Nursery Rhymes." ]
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Lathey, Gillian (ed.). *The Translation of Children's Literature: A Reader*. Clevedon, UK: Multilingual Matters, 2006. Pp. 259; index. [Some essays were formerly published elsewhere.]


Le Marchand, Bérénice Virginie (comp.). "Reframing the Early French Fairy Tale: A Selected Bibliography." *Marvels & Tales*, 19, no. 1 (2005), 86-122. [Primary and secondary sources related to seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French fairy tales, most in French and English but some in German and Italian.]


McKee, Barry.  "John Atkinson's Lottery Books of 1809: John Locke's Theory of Education Comes to Workington."  Pp. 127-44 (illus.) in *The Moving Market: Continuity and Change in the Book Trade*.  Ed. by Peter Isaac and Barry McKay.  New Castle, DE:  Oak Knoll; Winchester:  St. Paul's Bibliographies, 2001.  [The "lottery" here used involves a game, employed in teaching children to read, where small bits of paper with engraved images and words were dispensed in books.]
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Claser's "Gendered Childhoods"; Jan Hollm's "Fictionalizing Foundlings"; and Peter Sabor's "Fashioning the Child Author."


Myers, Mitzi. "'Anecdotes from the Nursery' in Maria Edgeworth's Practical Education (1798): Learning from Children Abroad and At Home." Princeton University Library Chronicle, 60 (1999), 220-250; illus.


Nagel, Michael. "The Beginnings of Jewish Children's Literature in High German: Three Schoolbooks from Berlin (1779), Prague (1781) and Dessau (1782)." Leo Baeck Institute Year Book, 44 (1999), 39-54.


Neefs, Jacques, and Jean M. Goulemot. "Preface." *MLN: Modern Language Notes*, 117, no. 4 ([Sept.] 2002), 695-97. [Introducing a special French Issue, focused on "Imaginaires de L'Enfance." Also included are Wilda Anderson's "Régénérer la nation: Les enfants terrorisés de la Révolution" (698-709); Goulemot's "L'Enfant et l'adolescent, objets et sujets du désir amoureux dans le discours des lumières" (710-21); Shane Agin's "Comment se font les enfants?" Sex Education and the Preservation of Innocence in Eighteenth-Century France" (722-36); Robert Mankin's "Montesquieu and the Spirit of Childhood" (737-53); Neefs' "Scènes d'enfants,' au dix-neuvième siècle" (754-67).]


Nikolajeva, Maria (ed.). *Aspects and Issues in the History of Children's Literature.* Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1995. Pp. xiii + 207; bibliography [191-96]; illus.; index. [Selected papers from the 9th Congress of the International Research Society for Children's Literature in Salamanca, 1989. Many are far more theoretical than historical, but relevant essays include Zolar Shavit's "The Historical Model of the Development of Children's Literature" (27-38; with bibliography); Roderick McGillis's "Lame Old Bachelor, Lonely Old Maid: Harriet Childe-Pemberton's 'All My Doing; or Red Riding Hood Over Again'" (127-38; with bibliography); Dennis Butts's "The Role of Women Writers in Early Children's Literature: An Analysis of the Case of Mrs. Barbara Hofland" (139-47); and, focused on the 16C and 19C, Maria Lypp's "The Origin and Function of Laughter in Children's Literature" (183-89).]
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The Opie Collection of Children's Literature [microform]. Ann Arbor, MI: UMI, 1991-. 161 microfiches + printed guide with indices. [Collected by Iona and Peter Opie and held by the Bodleian Library.]


Perrot, Jean, and Véronique Hadengue (eds.). *Écriture féminine et littérature de jeunesse: Actes du colloque d’Eaubonne.* (Littérature de jeunesse.) La Nacelle, 1995. Pp. [iv] + 245; index. [The conference occurred in Eaubonne, mars 1994. Publication was assisted by Centre National du Livre. Relevant discussions, as on Perrault's tales, occur in Jean Perrot's "L'attraire de l'origine" (85-100) and in Sophie Quentin's "De la tradition orale aux adaptations modernes: 'Le Petit Chaperon rouge' ou le carrefour des écritures"]


Raven, James, Helen Small, and Naomi Tadmor, eds. The Practice and Representation of Reading in England. Cambridge: CUP, 1996. Pp. xvii + 313. [Includes such essays as Tadmor's "'In the Even My Wife Read to Me': Women, Reading, and Household Life in the Eighteenth Century."


Saalmink, L. G. "In een kleinder formaat, zindelijk, op best papier."  *Dokumentaal*, 25 (1996), 151-58. [This and Saalmink's essays below concern children's verses by Hieronymus van Alphen; see Alphen above.]


Shefrin, Jill. "Ingenious Contrivances": *Table Games and Puzzles for Children: Based on an Exhibition at the Osborne Collection of Early Children’s Books, Toronto Public Library, November 7, 1996 - February 8, 1997.* Toronto: Friends of the Osborne and Lillian H. Smith Collections, Toronto Public Library, 1996. Pp. 64; illus. (some in color); index; facs.; maps.

Shefrin, Jill. "'Make it a Pleasure and Not a Task': Educational Games for Children in Georgian England." *Princeton University Library Chronicle*, 60 (1999), 251-75; illus.


Styles, Morag. *From the Garden to the Street: An Introduction to 300 Years of Poetry for Children*. London: Cassell, 1998. xxix + 304. [Reviewed by Laura Apol in *Children's Literature Association Quarterly*, 25 (Winter 2000/2001), 225-27; and also (unfavorably) in *Children's Books History Society Newsletter*, no. 62 (Nov. 1998), 28-31; and again in no. 66 (April 2000), 5. One reviewer finds the thematic examination is without sufficient attention to historical context and omits some important historical materials.]


Townsend, John Rowe (ed.). *John Newbery and His Books: Trade and Plumb-Cake for Ever, Huzza!* Cambridge: Colt Books; Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1994. Pp. xviii + 175; appendix; bibliographies [1) selection of children's books published by Newbery, 127-34; 2) sources on Newbery and his circle, 161-67]; facsimiles; illus.; index; map. [To this tribute to Newbery, Townsend contributed a preface, a biographical and critical sketch, a bibliography of Newbery's children's books, also accounts of Newbery's ancestors, of Newbery's early career working for and then controlling the Reading Mercury, of Newbery's publications in America, and of his successors, particularly his nephew and his son; he also appended a list of Newbery Medal winners (1922-1994), a bibliography of sources on Newbery, and an index. He has reprinted Charles Welsh's biographical sketch of Newbery, *A Bookseller of the Last Century* (1885); Samuel Johnson's humorous sketch of Jack Whirler from *Idler* No. 19, modeled on Newbery; George Colman the Elder's satirical portrait (1763); and, with comments, a children's story--perhaps written by Newbery--from his *Lilliputian Magazine* (1751) Reviewed by Gillian Avery in *TLS* (15 July 1994), 28; (fav.) by Dennis Butts in *Children's Books History Society Newsletter*, no. 49 (Aug. 1994), 21-22.]


Tsurumi, Ryoji. "The Development of Mother Goose in Britain in the Nineteenth Century." *Folklore*, 101, no. 1 (1990), 28-35. [Focused on Thomas Dibdin's pantomime *Harlequin and Mother Goose* (1806), but the account reaches back into mid 1700s.]


The 18th century in English literature was a kaleidoscope of emerging literary movements, forms and styles which had been received with much acclaim as well as criticism during the time. We will start off with a study of the literature of Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift who used satire as the vehicle for social and political commentary and criticism. Satire: Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift

Satire was a common theme in 18th century English literature. Swift also published A Modest Proposal for Preventing the Children of Poor People from Being a Burden to their Parents or Their Country in 1729 where he expressed his intense disdain for Britain’s exploitative economic policy in Ireland, his home country. Children, especially those who lived on farms (which was most people) had to do a lot of work, but of course still had leisure time. They made toys, such as dolls (out of cornhusk or cloth), whirligigs, cup and balls, rolling hoops, etc. Only the wealthy or middle class in the cities went to school or received lessons for a tutor. Most people, especially girls, did not know how to read. Wealthier girls might attend a Dame school, where a woman would teach, from her home, how to serve tea, dance, write, and act properly. Parents would use physical punishment freely. How was smallpox treated in the 18th century? No allowance was given for the children, they had to work the same long hours and endure the same unhealthy environment.

LIVING CONDITIONS

The people in the rural often lived in two-room cottages or in mud hovels. Cities were even worse than rural areas. Many families lived in overcrowded slums without any form of sanitation. The first coffee house was opened in London and followed by many in 18th century. They were favorite meeting places for the middle and upper-classes who exchanged information about politics, literature and business. The voice of middle classes was not heard only in coffee houses but in society at large. They were the people who had become rich thanks to the agricultural and industrial revolutions.